Sensational
unveiling
upcoming ICE show

on

Austrian Gaming Industries GmbH (AGI), the wholly owned
subsidiary of Novomatic Group of Companies announces a product
and game presentation for ICE 2006 that exceeds all
expectations. Besides exciting new games and pioneering new
technologies, AGI has announced the unveiling of a brand-new
cabinet.
The company´s slogan “Novomatic Leads, Others Follow“ is not
just a message for the employees, but a philosophy for their
every day behaviour. This is one of the reasons why Novomatic
is leading the way with their consistent innovations in new
technologies.
Jens Halle, Managing Director AGI:“ We will have more new game
and technology presentations than ever before. We are very
proud of this achievement, and it pays back all the high
investments we have put into our research and development
activities. Our slogan is our mission statement, and our
motivation. It describes what our success is built on. The new
cabinet that we will unveil on the show will again lead the
direction to where the future of our business is going.”
The presentation of the new entrant to AGI´s multi games
family will be a revolution in Bingo.
Burning Bingo™ – the perfect simulation of the popular live
game Bingo.
It is also based on the multi game server platform NOVO
Unity™, which allows casino guests to choose between the multi
players Novo Multi-Roulette™, Novo TouchBet® Roulette and Novo
Flying Roulette™ on only one terminal. The resulting product
Novo Multi-Table Roulette™ offers maximum entertainment and
flexibility to casino guests and is extremely flexible to
manage and control for the operator.

Visitors to the Novomatic stand can also look forward to
entering new, stunning game worlds.
Fascinating journeys to the old Egypt, breathtaking jewels,
exciting mosquito hunting, thrilling space travels and
gambling with flambéed fruits, just a small fragment of the
voluminous offer that AGI has prepared for their audience.
The whole AGI-team is looking forward to welcome their guests
at stand Nr. 3030.
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